


Fire Apparatus Quotation for:

NORTH CENTRAL EMERGENCY VEHICLES

Quote Description:

15Rev:126551

GSTOFERSalesperson:

XRAL-SPAR

Quotation Number:

Unit Description:

AFT Rescue Pumper, Aluminum, Spartan

QtyExtended DescriptionSalescode

TESTING COMPLIANCE STANDARD

1001-0065 1The E-ONE supplied components of the vehicle shall meet the requirements of 

NFPA 1901, 2016 edition.

3090-0002 1OAH. Unit has no overall height restrictions.

3090-0004 1OAL. Unit has no overall length restrictions.

3090-0007 1Hosebed hoseload allowance on the apparatus shall be 1200 lbs.

3340-1137-12C 1Equipment allowance on the apparatus shall be 2500 lbs. This allowance is in 

addition to the weight of the hoses and ground ladders listed in the shop order 

as applicable.

INSPECTIONS AND PENALTIES

1002-0001 1Final inspection trip.

CHASSIS PREP

1020-0047 1Engine cooler. For use with commercial chassis - supplied by chassis OEM.  

Requires engine cooler valve on pump panel.

1020-0061 1Chassis shipping and handling charges for delivery to Ocala, Florida

1020-0073 1Chassis prep Spartan

BUMPER TRAYS

1150-0571 1Slats shall be provided for bumper tray(s).

FRAME ASSEMBLY

1250-0011 1Rear underbody support frame.

ENGINES & TRANSMISSIONS

1200-0126 1Commercial chassis speed to be electronic limited and not to exceed a maximum 

of 68 MPH. Note: Speed rating may be lower based on OEM tire ratings/top 

speed limitations provided on chassis.
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QtyExtended DescriptionSalescode

ENGINES & TRANSMISSIONS

1200-0439 1Cummins X12 engine (2021), 500EV HP rating @ 1900 RPM, 1700 lb-ft Torque @ 

1000 RPM, 2000 RPM Governed Speed

CHASSIS OPTIONS

1680-0011 1Tow eyes rear below body, painted.

CAB MODEL

1520-0275 194" Wide, MFD (54 CA) 4 door cab with 10" raised roof.

1520-0277 1Tilt control for Cab. Includes switch and cylinder lock cable accessible on the 

officer side pump panel through a vertically hinged door. On Rescues locate in 

forward officer side body compartment.

CAB BADGE PACKAGE

1610-0000 1Cab and body to have applicable E-ONE logos.

CAB DOOR OPTIONS

1550-0371 1Alternating reflective striping (chevron) to match rear striping, positioned on the 

cab door interior angling down and away from truck. Striping provided on an 

aluminum plate or blank plate provided with dealer installed striping.

MISC EXTERIOR CAB OPTIONS

1675-0007 1Diesel fuel only label.

BODY COMPT LEFT SIDE

3100-0153 1Driver side body with full height 42" wide forward and 56" wide rearward 

enhanced extended compartmentation. Includes (1) 56" wide compartment over 

the wheel well.

BODY COMPT RIGHT SIDE

3120-0283 1Officer side body with full height 42" wide forward and 56" wide rearward 

enhanced extended compartmentation. Includes (1) 56" wide compartment over 

the wheel well and one (1) storage tunnel.

BODY COMPT REAR

3110-0013 1Full Height Rear Compartment with Officer Side Storage Tunnel. Includes smooth 

plate panels and storage access door with push button latch.

3110-0052 1Bolt-on diamond plate tailboard (full width of rear compartment). Includes the 

enhanced extended side compartment frame work and handrails provided as 

applicable to meet NFPA 3-point contact requirements.

3110-0092 1Enhanced Extended Compartmentation stepped down below hosebed level. 
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BODY COMPT REAR

Includes embossed diamond plate compartment tops.

DOORS

3300-0017-004 1Door roll up short (up to 45") with satin finish ROM. Location(s): L2.

3300-0017-016 1Door roll up short (up to 45") with satin finish ROM. Location(s): R2.

3300-0019-003 1Door roll up tall (greater than 45") with satin finish ROM. Location(s): L1.

3300-0019-005 1Door roll up tall (greater than 45") with satin finish ROM. Location(s): L3.

3300-0019-015 1Door roll up tall (greater than 45") with satin finish ROM. Location(s): R1.

3300-0019-017 1Door roll up tall (greater than 45") with satin finish ROM. Location(s): R3.

3300-0019-027 1Door roll up tall (greater than 45") with satin finish ROM. Location(s): B1.

3300-0368 1Pull-down bungee type straps for full height and high side roll-up door(s) on body 

/ pump module. For use with ROM and AMDOR doors only.

SHELVES

3370-0247 4 N/ATracks for adjustable shelf and/or adjustable tray in a compartment. Location:

TRAYS / TOOLBOARDS

3380-0019-135 1Running board suction tray. Includes removable slats in bottom of tray. 

Location(s): driver side running board

3380-0019-136 1Running board suction tray. Includes removable slats in bottom of tray. 

Location(s): officer side running board

COVERS

3305-0005 1Crosslay cover to be hinged rearward.

3305-0015-000-02 1Vinyl Red speedlay front cover.

3305-0064-135 1Nylon black strap with stainless steel quick-release buckle for hose tray. Strap to 

attach to side walls of tray down low as applicable. Location: driver side running 

board.

3305-0064-136 1Nylon black strap with stainless steel quick-release buckle for hose tray. Strap to 

attach to side walls of tray down low as applicable. Location: officer side running 

board.

3305-0119 1Hold open device(s) for aluminum crosslay (single or bi-fold) cover. Locate as 

required based off options on module.

3305-0742-000-02 1Vinyl Red hose bed cover top and rear of hosebed area. Includes footman loop 

upper and lower rear to secure the cover.

3305-0744-000-02 1Vinyl Red speedlay side covers. One pair per speedlay module. Includes footman 

loops and buckels at the lower portion.
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COVERS

3305-0805 1Single diamond plate cover for the crosslay area. Includes applicable grab 

handle(s).

PUMP MODULE

3130-0167 1Pump module to be 76" wide (side to side). Includes upper, lower, crosswalk, 

speedlay and tranverse module(s) if applicable.

3130-0525 1Top mount pump module with walkway and integral double speedlays (9" W).  

Extruded aluminum with runningboards.  Includes formed walkway access steps.

3130-0532 1Pump panel opening is 39" wide.  Pumper / tanker only.

3130-0552 1Pump module height is 85".  Pumper / tanker only.

PUMP PANELS

3134-0015 1Stainless steel TM control panel, driver and officer side pump panels.

3134-0145 1Driver and officer side pump panel to be vertical hinged on forward extrusion. 

Panels to be (3) pieces with upper (2) panels secured in the closed position with 

push button latches. Upper panel to be held open with gas shock.

MISC PUMP PANEL OPTIONS

4460-0003 1Pump panel tags color coded per NFPA compliance.

PUMP MODULE OPTIONS

3136-0000-216 1Air horn switch at pump panel. Switch to be labeled ''Evacuation Alert''. Location: 

on pump operator's panel.

3136-0006 1Two (2) pump compartment heaters are to be mounted in the pump area. Locate 

as low as possible.

3136-0011 1P-Rubber in flex joint(s) between pump module and/or body modules.

3136-0058 1E-ONE logo mounted one each side on pump module/preconnect panels or at 

upper body section as shown on approval drawing. Logos to be sized as 

applicable to available space on panels.

3136-0064 1Heat pan.  The lower area of the pump compartment to have a four (4) sided 

heat pan with two (2) removable (side to side) bottoms. Bottoms to be secured 

in the closed position with butterfly latches.

3136-0437 1Crosslay single 10" wide double stack to hold up to 300' of 2.5" DJ hose.

WATER TANK

4010-0037 11030 Gallon "R" Water Tank. Note: Any foam cell(s) and/or storage options 

through the tank will reduce the overall water capacity. Tank capacity is 1030 US 

gallon / 857 Imperial gallons / 3898 Liters.
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WATER TANK

4010-0099 1Fill tower(s) to be located offset to officer side of water tank.

TANK PLUMBING

4450-0010 12" tank fill Akron manual valve.

4450-0119 13" tank to pump Akron manual valve w/4" tank connection.

FOAM TANK

4100-0009-590 130 gallon integral foam tank for Class A foam. Foam tank capacity will reduce the 

water tank capacity. Tank capacity is 30 US gallon / 25 Imperial gallons / 113 

Liters.

LADDER STORAGE / RACKS

3365-0028 1Hard Suction Storage Rack. Driver side compartment top. Includes spring hold 

downs and scuff plates behind spring mounts (as applicable).

3365-0035 1Hard Suction Storage Rack. Officer side compartment top. Includes spring hold 

downs and scuff plates behind spring mounts (as applicable).

3365-0050 1Brand of ladders capable of being carried on unit to be Duo-Safety.

3365-0086-B99 1Pike pole(s) capable of being stored are to be the following length: (2) 10' pike 

poles.

3365-0087-Z71 1The length of ladders capable of being stored shall be the following: 24' 

2-section, 14' roof ladder and 10' attic ladder w/shoes.

3365-0149-O97 1Storage tunnel capable of holding (1) 2-section, (1) roof, (1) attic, (2) pike poles, 

(1) backboard in Officer.

HANDRAILS / STEPS

3330-0277 1Innovative Controls dual lighted LED folding steps rear NFPA. Includes folding 

steps on driver side rear of the body. (staggered stepped as applicable with 

tailboard depth) for NFPA hosebed access and handrail mounted on driver side 

upper hosebed side (as applicable).

3330-0278 1Innovative Controls dual lighted LED folding steps rear NFPA. Includes folding 

steps on officer side rear of the body. (staggered stepped as applicable with 

tailboard depth) for NFPA hosebed access and handrail mounted on officer side 

upper hosebed side (as applicable).

MISC BODY OPTIONS

3340-0004 1Hosebed above the booster tank. Includes forward hosebed and tower(s) cover 

plate work (as applicable). Hosebed adjustable divider extrusion in the forward 

area and rearward area of the hose bed to run full width of the hosebed (as is 

practical with other hosebed mounted equipment).
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MISC BODY OPTIONS

3340-0035 3Divider Long. To run full length of hose bed (front to rear).

3340-0075 1Body mainframe and hosebed side assemblies for a 90" high body.

3340-0093 1Mud flaps, rear, black with E-ONE logo.

3340-0110 1The rear of each hose bed divider to have a hand hold cut-out(s).

3340-0145 1Rub rail for the body and pump area module(s).

3340-0405 1Sign, "STAY BACK 500 FEET" with black reflective lettering. Locate below rear of 

body.

3340-0520 1Smooth plate single axle wheel well painted job color. Includes bolt-on composite 

wheel well liners and bolt-on polished alum fenderettes.

3340-0681 1Body mainframe layout line to be 24". Includes body and all applicable modules.

3340-1648 1Anodized aluminum trim on bottom edge of all body compartment openings 

including pump enclosure if applicable with painted edges.

3340-2216 1Recessed fuel fill driver side wheel well - Spartan Chassis.

SCBA BOTTLE STORAGE

3320-0100 1Strap, loop style to retain SCBA bottle(s). Locate one per bottle in each exterior 

body storage compartment.

3320-0185-497 1Fire Shopp brand (1) SCBA bottle storage with hinged door and push button 

latch. Door shall have a brushed stainless steel finish. Door shall NOT cover the 

recessed fuel fill if located adjacent to the SCBA storage. Location:driver side rear 

wheel well offset rearward

3320-0186-495 1Fire Shopp brand (2) SCBA bottle storage with hinged door and push button 

latch. Door shall have a brushed stainless steel finish. Location:driver side rear 

wheel well offset forward

3320-0186-498 1Fire Shopp brand (2) SCBA bottle storage with hinged door and push button 

latch. Door shall have a brushed stainless steel finish. Location:officer side rear 

wheel well offset forward

3320-0186-500 1Fire Shopp brand (2) SCBA bottle storage with hinged door and push button 

latch. Door shall have a brushed stainless steel finish. Location:officer side rear 

wheel well offset rearward

PUMPS

4005-0031 1Rating 1500 GPM.

4005-0196 1Hale QMAX 1000-2250 GPM single stage pump. Requires primer option.

PUMP CERTIFICATION

4475-0000 1Pump certification 750-2250 GPM
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PUMP OPTIONS

4015-0008 1Zinc anodes for Hale pump (PR), (1) discharge side and (1) intake side.

4015-0018-340 1Valve Inlet MIV-E - Hale. Location: 5 in. front intake.

4015-0022 1Mechanical pump seal - Hale.

4015-0053-198 1Steamers to be Flush + 1". Location: driver's side.

4015-0053-199 1Steamers to be Flush + 1". Location: officer's side.

4015-0098 1Manual operated master pump drain. The master drain shall be clearly marked 

and placed in accessible location on pump panel.

4015-0210 1Pump cooler with Innovative Control 1/4 turn valve with "T" handle and label.

4015-0234 1Control for engine cooler. Includes Innovative Controls 1/4 turn valve with "T" 

handle and label. Requires engine cooler option.

4015-0242 1Trident primer W/3 barrel push button control. For use with 1250 GPM and larger 

pumps. Requires 15.6 CFM or larger engine air compressor.

INTAKES

4440-0004-202 12.5" side suction top mount control handle Akron manual valve.  Location: driver 

side pump panel.

4440-0248 15" front intake without valve to be used with Spartan chassis. The chassis will 

come equipped with 5" stainless pipe terminating front fascia of the cab (on 

FC-94) or terminating 2" above the bumper gravel shield with 5" NPT (on other 

Spartan chassis) and extending to the back of the cab with Victaulic groove for 

connecting to pump plumbing.

INTAKE OPTIONS

4445-0005 1Front intake swivel 6" polished chrome.

4445-0009 1Intake relief valve, Akron.

DISCHARGES AND PRECONNECTS

4415-0008 11.5" Front bumper discharge Akron manual valve.

4415-0014-581 12.5" Left Pump Panel Discharge Akron Manual Valve.  Location: left side 

discharge 1.

4415-0014-582 12.5" Left Pump Panel Discharge Akron Manual Valve.  Location: left side 

discharge 2.

4415-0016-584 12.5" Right Pump Panel Discharge Akron Manual Valve.  Location: right side 

discharge 2.

4415-0022-350 12.5" Left Rear Discharge Akron Manual Valve.  Location: left rear discharge.

4415-0034-583 13" Right Pump Panel Discharge Akron Manual Valve (Waterous pumps noted 

location to be forward lower port).  Location: right side discharge 1.
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DISCHARGES AND PRECONNECTS

4415-0041 13" Deck Gun Discharge, Akron manual valve. (outlet shall terminate with MNPT 

threads unless extend gun is install)

4415-0058-853 12.5" Crosslay Akron Manual Valve. Location: crosslay 1.

4415-0065 11.5" Double Speedlay with Akron Manual Valves.

4415-0176-210 1Brass Swivel in Tray center front bumper for Front Bumper Discharge.

4417-0106-L65 1Deck gun piping to be positioned centered in deck gun channel.

DISCHARGE OPTIONS

4417-0176 10Innovative Controls 3/4" bleeder/drain valve include lift lever with ergonomic 

grip.

4417-0182 13TM Valve controls to be Innovative Controls T-handles with grip activated lock.

4417-0186 1Innovative Controls discharge and intake bezels with color code and verbiage for 

top mount pump panel.

4417-0246 1Dealer/Customer installed monitor, nozzle and/or tips, make and model as 

specified.

PRESSURE GOVERNORS

4465-0011 1Class 1 TPG pressure governor. Includes, water, oil, volt and tachometer.

GAUGES

4435-0083 1Innovative Controls 10 LED SL series water tank level gauge. On pump panel.

4435-0084 1Innovative Controls 10 LED SL series foam tank level gauge. On pump panel.

4435-0246 10 2.5" Innovative Controls stainless steel case pressure gauge (0-400) with color 

code bezel.

4435-0247 14"  Innovative Controls stainless steel case master pressure gauges with bezel. 

Intake 30-0-400, and discharge 0-400.

FOAM SYSTEMS

4430-0079 1The foam system performance shall be tested and certified in compliance with 

the applicable NFPA requirements.

4430-0159 1Class 1 2.1A foam system with SmartFoam controller.(Class A foam concentrate 

only)

FOAM SYSTEM OPTIONS

4432-0053-349 1Foam system plumbed to front bumper discharge.

4432-0053-350 1Foam system plumbed to left rear discharge.

4432-0053-560 1Foam system plumbed to first 2.5 crosslay.
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FOAM SYSTEM OPTIONS

4432-0053-562 1Foam system plumbed to 1.5 first speedlay.

4432-0053-563 1Foam system plumbed to 1.5 second speedlay.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

5010-0125 1V-MUX Electrical system for Body functionality only, for use with Spartan 

chassis/cabs.

5010-0126 1Nanoprotech corrosion inhibiting spray coating to be applied only on all body 

exposed electrical connections (E-ONE content). This is for Spartan chassis cab 

units.

5010-0129 1A midship harness with connectors for a Class 1 Total Pressure Governor and a 

multiplexed gauge shall be provided on the Spartan chassis (AFT Series only).

WARNING LIGHTS

5600-0594-3RG-4T 1Warning light Federal Signal QuadraFlare QL64 LED PR. Surface mounted with 

bezel.  Location: (1) each side NFPA/ULC required lower zone midship side 

facing, color will be RED with CLEAR lenses.

5600-0594-3RI-4T 1Warning light Federal Signal QuadraFlare QL64 LED PR. Surface mounted with 

bezel.  Location: (1) each side NFPA/ULC required lower zone rear facing, color 

will be RED with CLEAR lenses.

5600-0773-3RH-4T 1Warning light Federal Signal Micro Pulse Ultra model MPS3 LED w/ bezel (PR) 

RED with CLEAR lenses.  Location: (1) each side NFPA/ULC required lower zone 

rear side facing.  Note: MicroPulse Series lights are only available with clear 

lenses.

5600-0904-C51-4T 1Federal Signal PRO LED beacon. Model 300TMP (PR) RED with CLEAR lenses. 

Location: (1) each side of body on rearward compartment top.

DIRECTIONAL LIGHT BARS

3340-0125 1Smooth plate sanded box for recessed directional light bar on rear body.

5310-0158 1Light bar Federal Signal MicroPulse Signal Master LED 32" with 6 lights.The 

control shall be provided and install by the chassis supplier, Spartan.

DOT LIGHTING

5150-0017 1License plate light LED with chrome housing located at the rear of the body.

5150-0059 1Federal Signal QuadraFlare LED vertical mount tail lights. Includes LED stop/tail, 

arrow turn and back-up lights with vertical Cast 3 housing and weatherproof 

connectors.

5150-0112 1Marker light package .75" Dia TecNiq LED. Commercial pumper and tanker 

bodies.
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DOT LIGHTING

5150-0271 1Bracket license plate at rear of body. Smooth plate sanded bracket.

LIGHTS - COMPARTMENT, STEP & GROUND

5380-0281 1Light recessed step TecNiq T440 4" LED. Locate one each side of top mount 

walkway.

5380-0472 1Compartment light package TecNiq E45 LED for medium bodies. Includes one 

light per compartment (two if transverse).

5380-0491 1Ground light package TecNiq E10 LED for body only (pump module if equipped). 

Ground area lights shall be switched from the cab dash area with the work light 

switch.

LIGHTS - DECK AND SCENE

5390-0215-395 1Deck Lights - Optronics Model TLL44 (PR).  Location: rear body/beavertail area 

on the trailing edge up high.

5390-0216 1Hose bed light Optronics LED model TLL44 Locate at front of hose bed. Switched 

with work light switch in cab.

5390-0217 1Crosslay light Optronics LED model TLL44. Locate to rear of crosslay (SM) and 

forward of crosslay (TM as applicable). Switched with work light switch in cab.

5390-0264-457 1FireTech FT-GESM scene lights (PR) with chrome flange (when required) and 

weatherproof connectors. Switch in cab (driver and officer side lights switched 

separately). Locate: (1) each side of body rear facing up high.

5390-0344-B25 1FireTech FT-GESM scene lights (PR) with chrome flange (when required) and 

weatherproof connectors with diamond plate mounting box. Switch in cab (driver 

and officer side lights switched separately). Locate: (1) each side of body on 

forward compartment top outboard.

5390-0344-B26 1FireTech FT-GESM scene lights (PR) with chrome flange (when required) and 

weatherproof connectors with diamond plate mounting box. Switch in cab (driver 

and officer side lights switched separately). Locate: (1) each side of body on 

rearward compartment top outboard.

LIGHTS - NON-WARNING

5400-0185 1LED pump compartment light (EA).

5400-0260 1TecNiq model E10 pump panel LED light package - top mount. Includes (2) lights 

per side pump panel and (3) lights for top mount panel. Side pump panels over 

45" wide may require additional lights. Top mount only.

CAMERAS / INTERCOM

5350-0546 1Install camera at rear of body provided by chassis manufacturer.
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LIGHTS - AREA

5450-0589-409 1Light Whelen 12V Pioneer model PFH1P powder coated white with internal top 

raise pole mount. Includes switch in cab (driver and officer side facing lights 

switched separately). Location: driver side of pump module rearward of TM 

control panel.

5450-0589-410 1Light Whelen 12V Pioneer model PFH1P powder coated white with internal top 

raise pole mount. Includes switch in cab (driver and officer side facing lights 

switched separately). Location: officer side of pump module rearward of TM 

control panel.

MISC LOOSE EQUIPMENT

7900-0014 1DOT Required Drive Away Kit - Kit includes three (3) triangular warning reflectors 

with carrying case. This kit is for the end user and is to remain with the truck.

EXTERIOR PAINT

8100-0062 1Paint Sample Spray Out - Dealer is responsible for returning written approval 

prior to order release. Base color of cab / chassis. Qty one in BOM will supply a 

pair of paint samples.

8100-0089 1All applicable pump/pre-connect application modules are to have a sanded finish 

(not painted job color). Includes upper and lower pump modules, crosswalk 

module and/or speedlay/pre-connect module (as applicable). Rear mounted 

body/pump module to be painted job color.

8100-0116 1Rear body surface to have a sanded finish (not painted job color). Includes 

hinged doors that do not have discrete sales codes and removable panels.

8100-0668 1 FLNA 31652 E-ONE RedPaint Body - Small - For Pumpers, Rear Mounts, S/A Tankers and Rescues. 

Sikkens standard (non-metallic) paint. Color:

8100-0775 1Commercial cab to be painted by OEM as specified.

LETTERING

8200-0113 24Scotchlite Letter (Each) upto 6" tall. The exact size, color and location of the 

letters as specified by the customer.

8200-0114 12Scotchlite Letter (Each) upto 12" tall. The exact size, color and location of the 

letters as specified by the customer.

STRIPING

8300-0042 1White rubrail scotchlite insert.

8300-0084-000-G6 1Chevron "A" style 6" printed sheet Scotchlite striping full width on rear of body. 

Includes rear facing extrusions, panels and doors. Colors to be Red/Lemon 

Yellow.

8300-0093-000-G6 1Chevron "A" style 6" printed sheet Scotchlite striping on front bumper. Colors to 
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STRIPING

be Red/Lemon Yellow.

8300-0330 1Single NFPA Scotchlite Stripe - up to 6" wide and straight on cab and the body. 

Size, color and location as specified by the customer.

8300-0334 2Additional NFPA Scotchlite Stripe - up to 3" wide on cab and the body. Design, 

size, color and location as specified by the customer.

8300-0381 1Yellow perimeter marking to indicate designated standing / walking areas above 

48" high in compliance with 2016 NFPA 1901 consisting of individual Reflexite 

diamonds approximately 1" wide. Steps, ladders and areas with a railing or 

structure at least 12" high are excluded from this requirement.

GRAPHICS

8400-0060 1Graphics drawing showing striping, lettering and logos. Requires E-ONE installed 

graphics.

WARRANTY / STANDARD & EXTENDED

9100-0117 1General One (1) year or 24,000 Miles Limited Warranty (RFW0001)

9100-0132 1Electrical One (1) Year or 18,000 Miles Limited Warranty (RFW0201).

9100-0136 1Body Structure Aluminum Ten (10) years or 100,000  Miles Limited Warranty 

(RFW0502).

9100-0139 1Plumbing and piping (Stainless Steel) Ten (10) years or 100,000 Miles Limited 

Warranty (RFW0800).

9100-0140 1Paint and Finish (Exterior Clear coated) Ten (10) Years Limited Warranty 

(RFW0710).

SUPPORT, DELIVERY, INSPECTIONS AND MANUALS

9300-0009 1Manuals, Operator and Service in digital format.

9300-0316 1Fire Apparatus Safety Guide published by FAMA, latest edition.

Dealer Supplied Equipment
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